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1. Prove that the unbiased autocorrelation estimate defined in the Correlogram section of the notes is
unbiased.

2. Prove that the biased autocorrelation estimate defined in the Correlogram section of the notes is
biased. Is it still biased in the limit as the number of samples N → ∞ for a fixed lag k? Is it still
biased if N, k→∞ with fixed N/k = x?

3. How is the mean of the Correlogram spectrum using the unbiased autocorrelation estimate related
to the original power spectral density?

4. How is the mean of the Correlogram spectrum using the biased autocorrelation estimate related to
the original power spectral density?

5. Answer the following related questions:

(a) Prove that if we have an unbiased estimator θ̂ of θ and we want to estimate instead the result

of a linear transformation of θ, i.e. Aθ, then an unbiased estimator for Aθ is Aθ̂.

(b) The transformation between the auto-correlation sequence and the power spectral density for
a wide sense stationary random process is a linear transformation. Furthermore, we have an
unbiased estimator for R[k], k ∈ {0,±1,±2, . . . ,±(N − 1)} given X[n], n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}.
Why can’t we use this unbiased estimator together with what you proved in part 5a to obtain
an unbiased spectral estimator?

6. Write some MATLAB code showing how to calculate the power spectral density of a vector of
samples from a signal sig using the periodogram. (Specialized functions in the SP toolbox are fine.)

7. Write some MATLAB code showing how to calculate the power spectral density of a vector of
samples from a signal sig using the Correlogram method. (Specialized functions in the SP toolbox
are fine.)

8. Use your MATLAB code from the previous two problems to plot the PSDs of N samples of zero
mean Gaussian noise with variance 1. Repeat this calculation many times on independent data and
plot the empirical mean and variance of your spectral estimates versus frequency. Make these plots
for N = 500, 5000, 50000. Next, use the Bartlett techniques that average across windows to make
the same plots for N = 500, 5000, 50000, and repeat for several different window sizes. Compare all
of the results. How does the windowing affect the resolution and variance?
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